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The purpose of this pathfinder is to help you answer the questions for your MWH paper. 
This will enable you to complete your comic book for English class. All resources should 
be accessed through the www.bergenfield.org website, Virtual Library tab.  I have 
reviewed the list and will make suggestions for your searching. Please be aware that the 
vast differences in the familiarity level of these inventors may require that you search for 
information about the invention rather than the inventor, as some of the inventions are 
more famous than the person who invented them! 
 
As we did in our overview session you may want to use Encyclopedia Britannica or 
World Book for your first basic search to get some context about your choice. Remember 
these databases will need you to use the user id of bergenfield and the password of 
bears when you are putside of our school building. If your inventor does not appear, 
search for the invention. Don't forget to check The Web's Best Sites on your results page. 
 
netTrekker  (userid=bergenfieldh, password=bears)has excellent sources for this project, 
but I would especially recommend using the name of the invention here. Here are a few 
good sites to start with: 
 
Clemson University: British Industrial Revolution       
http://people.clemson.edu/~p ... britir.htm  
This site contains detailed information about the British Industrial Revolution. It includes 
a definition of industrial revolution, causes, and different examples of the technology 
developing at the time. 
 
NYSHSREPC: Industrial Revolution        
http://www.regentsprep.org/R ... ialism.cfm  
This site contains an index of terms, inventions, causes, and effects of the Industrial 
Revolution.  
 
The Great Idea Finder 
Lots of inventions covered here!     
http://www.ideafinder.com/ 
 
Work with netTrekker yourself and see what you come up with. 
 
Many of the inventors will be in Biography Resource Center (userid=bergenfield, 
password=bears). Sixteen out of 56 are not found there. They are: Guerin; Curtis; 
Pullman; Ritty; Land; Judson; Hadaway; Holt; Hoffmann; de Vilbiss; Burton; Mason; 
Brayton, Richardson; Love; and Nelson. Use the other resources or search by invention.  
 
Stop in if you need help!  



 


